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Duravit Toilets
ADA-compliant and perfectly paired along-
side the Duravit No.1 washbasins, the Duravit 
No. 1 toilets include one-piece, two-piece and 
wall-mounted toilet solutions for versatility across 
design. The Duravit No.1 toilet affords extended  
innovation in hygiene and quality, and is equipped 
with Duravit Rimless® flushing technology. 

Wall-Mounted Sinks
Duravit’s array of flexible bathroom solutions 
accommodates changing lifestyles with style. 
Wheelchair-friendly and ADA-compliant, the 
D-Neo Wall Mounted Sink combines functional-
ity and sleek aesthetics. Precise in its linear and 
geometric design, the wall-mounted washbasin 
offers a modern yet timeless form that boasts 
durable functionality and an accessible height 
that complements aging-in-place.
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Showers
Slim in its design, the Architec shower 
tray offers the market a modern design 
solution for shower alcoves. With its 
2.5” curb height, the shower tray offers 
consumers an easy step-in alternative 
for showering, rather than traditional 
bathtub/shower applications. Addition-
ally, the design’s Class C slip-rating 
and anti-slip qualities helps to prevent 
tripping.
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Undici Inox 
Both versatile and transversal,  
the Undici Inox series of wash-
basins by Benedini Association  
(for Agape) expands with a new 
freestanding line. The basin  
accentuates the geometric  
character of Undici Inox with a 
clean, rounded shape in stainless 
steel or brushed brass for a  
minimal, practical architectural 
composition.

Acquabella Zermatt
Aquabella debuts the Zermatt - its 
newest wall-mounted sink. Simple 
and tranquil, the Zermatt also shows 
off modern elegance. Wall-mounted 
sinks are becoming increasingly 
popular, particularly in smaller spaces 
where their compact design helps 
conserve floor space and give the  
illusion of spaciousness. 
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Ruvati epiStone 
Ruvati brings bold style and a modern elegance to the bathroom with a “rainbow” of hues now available as 
the epiStone sink. The chic collection of colors includes matte black and classic white finishes along with eye-
catching hues such as Avocado Lime Green, Pacific Blue and light pink called Sedona Clay. Made in Italy by 
skilled artisans, epiStone sinks are crafted from 70% crushed natural stone and minerals blended with propri-
etary resins that mimic the look of natural stone with a non-porous surface that is easy to maintain and with a 
satin finish. Aside from beauty, the oval silhouette of the sink also offers enhanced water drainage.

Faucet Fashion by California Faucets
California Faucets infuses a fresh new vibe into  
the modern kitchen faucet with La Spezia. The  
latest addition to the company’s Kitchen Collection, 
La Spezia features a sleek and cylindrical shape 
complemented by a cantilevered handle for a mini-
malist yet contemporary approach. Designed to 
blend curves and contours with a strong geometric 
silhouette, La Spezia offers a wide array of sizes, 
configurations, sprayhead styles, and more than  
25 artisan finishes. Made of solid brass, La Spezia 
feels sturdy, yet is light and ergonomic to use. La 
Spezia blends curves with a cantilevered handle  
for a fresh take on contemporary faucet design. 




